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you can now turn on the android
reverse tethering policy via the
soti mobicontrol console without
deploying to devices that are
already enrolled in the policy. you
can also turn the policy off via the
soti mobicontrol console without
removing it from the devices. the
devices become part of the wi-fi
policy when the android reverse
tethering policy is enabled. you
can now update android devices
for the mobicontrol android
reverse tethering policy without
pushing the update to those
devices from your laptop. this is
done directly from the mobile
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device without deploying
mobicontrol on those devices.
when the android reverse
tethering policy is installed and the
policy startup routine triggers for
the first time, the update url is
pushed to the devices and the
devices can download the update
directly to their apk cache and skip
the download and installation on
the device. you can now create
android enterprise work policies
with an android device within the
soti mobicontrol console that point
to only one of their device security
policies. this allows you to
preserve the security policy for a
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device that is used in a business
setting while allowing it to be
enrolled in additional enterprise
policies. to make it easier to
troubleshoot why a device is stuck
on the last version of the android
operating system (os) for the
android enterprise work managed
policy, you can now see the details
of the os, security patch, and
lifeguard patch information for
each os and security patch level.
you can now see more detailed
information on the device which
service policy is consuming the
most device resources. this
information is displayed in
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policydetails. to see all policy
details, click the report button. the
device will still show up as "no
reason" in this section.
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now you will notice there are
multiple options available on the
start menu, those are the primary

emulator, secondary emulator,
bluestacks servers, bluestacks

server, google play store and last
but not least "soti" option. select
the "soti" option and then select
the option "bluestacks". now a
small window will open with the

current active launcher application
in it (if you are using android for pc
then it will be chrome). navigate to
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the application and click on the
"download" button and then the

downloaded "app" will be installed.
congrats, now you are successfully

installed and configured
mobicontrol on your pc. now there
are many more apps are available
on the google play store. you can
even install your favorite android
apps in your pc without going to
any website. lets just take a look
at it step by step. now you will

notice that there is a small icon on
the top left corner of the browser.

if you click on it, you will be
redirected to a special link which

will take you to all the native
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android applications available on
google play store. enroll personally-

owned android devices into work
profile management using

google's new android
management apis. most

importantly, quickly deploy them
without needing to install the soti
mobicontrol agent. you can enroll
your devices into work profile via
android management api using
enrollment policies, configure
them by deploying supported

profiles, and can deploy apps from
google play store using app

policies. android reverse tethering
3.3 zip download for pc skech
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